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Abstract:

There is a need to facilitate access to the required information in the web and adapting it to the users’ preferences and requirements. This paper presents a system that, based on a collaborative filtering approach, adapts
the web site to improve the browsing experience of the user: it generates automatically interesting links for
new users. The system only uses the web log files stored in any web server (common log format) and builds
user profiles from them combining machine learning techniques with a generalization process for data representation. These profiles are later used in an exploitation stage to automatically propose links to new users.
The paper examines the effect of the parameters of the system on its final performance. Experiments show
that the designed system performs efficiently in a database accessible from the web and that the use of a generalization process, specificity in profiles and the use of frequent pattern mining techniques benefit the profile
generation phase, and, moreover, diversity seems to help in the exploitation phase.

1

INTRODUCTION

In recent decades, information in the web has increased dramatically and this often makes the amount
of information intractable for users. As a result, there
is a need for easier access to the required information and adapting it to the preferences and needs of
the users. That is, web personalization becomes essential. Web personalization (Pierrakos et al., 2003)
can be defined as the set of actions that are useful to dynamically adapt the presentation, the navigation scheme and/or web content, based on preferences, abilities, or user requirements. Nowadays, as
described in (Brusilovsky et al., 2007), many research
projects focus on this area, especially in the context of
electronic commerce (Brusilovsky et al., 2007) and elearning (Garcı́a et al., 2009).
This paper presents a step in that direction that
presents the design of a complete and generic system to adapt web pages according to the browsing
preferences of the users and focuses on the analysis
of its performance depending on different design parameters. The proposed adaptation is to automatically
generate links to the user while she/he is navigating so
that her/his objective is reached more easily.
Adaptations of the web environments to specific
users in navigation time require a previous phase of

generating user profiles which can be explicitly provided by the user or learned using some intelligent
techniques. Although the first option might seem easier the most widely used method for obtaining information about users is observing their actions (Schiaffino and Amandi, 2009). User profiling implies
inferring unobservable information about users from
observable information about them, that is, their actions. In adaptive systems, the user profile is used to
perform the adaptation according to it.
Our research is contextualized in the use of web
mining (Mobasher, 2007) to build user profiles and
then propose adaptations to the website based on the
obtained profiles. This process requires a data acquisition and pre-processing stage, then, in the pattern
discovery and analysis phase machine learning techniques are mainly applied to find groups of web users
with common characteristics and the corresponding
patterns or user profiles. And finally, the patterns detected in the previous steps are used in the operational
phase to adapt the system and make navigation more
comfortable for new users.
We have built a system based on the collaborative
filtering approach that takes as input server log files
stored in web Common Log Format (CLF) (W3C,
1995) and blends the supervised and unsupervised
machine learning techniques and pattern mining tech-
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niques to build user profiles. The profiles will be used
in the future to adapt the navigation of new users providing them with links that they will probably use in
the future. The link suggestion to adapt the navigation can be done in different ways: including a floating list of links, modifying the navigation bar, etc. In
this kind of systems the proposal of a large amount of
links would probably distract the user and wouldn’t
be very helpful. As a consequence, we priorize a reduced amount of useful links so that the user is not
confused. This means, in machine learning terms, that
high precision values will be preferable to high recall
values.
This paper is centered in evaluating how different
parameters of the system affect to its performance. To
evaluate our system we performed experiments in a
database accessible from the Internet containing web
server log information captured in NASA (Arlitt and
Williamson, 1995) (Wilson, 2010).
We developed the described system and conducted
experiments to try to answer the following research
question. Is it possible to automatically generate and
propose links to be used in the future to users? Which
is the influence of the proposed generalization procedure when selecting interesting links for new users?
Does the specificity of the generated profiles affect to
the quality of the obtained profiles? Is it worth using
a frequent pattern mining algorithm to improve the
quality of the profiles instead of using a popularity
based strategy? How does the introduction of diversity in the exploitation stage affect to the usefulness
of the proposed links?
The article summarizes in Section 2 the main characteristics of the system we have developed and the
database used for experiments. The paper continues
in Section 3 presenting some of the results obtained
in the performed experiments. Finally, we summarize
in Section 4 the conclusions and future work.

2

PROPOSED SYSTEM

The work presented in this paper is a web usage mining (Srivastava et al., 2005) application and as every
web usage mining process it can be divided into three
main stages: data acquisition and preprocessing (Cooley et al., 1999), pattern discovery and analysis, and,
exploitation. Different approaches can be used to implement each of these three steps; the ones we propose
and evaluate in this work are summarized in Figure 1.
The data acquisition phase has not been part of
our work. We have designed the system starting
from the data preprocessing step up to the exploitation phase. The data we have used is from The In-
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Figure 1: Architecture of the proposed system.

ternet Traffic Archive (Danzig et al., 2008) concretely
NASA-HTTP (National Aeronautics and Space Administration) database (Arlitt and Williamson, 1995;
Wilson, 2010). The information contained in this
database was obtained from a server located at NASA
Kennedy Space Center in Florida during two months
of the year 1995. The complete database contains
3,461,612 requests. The contained information is in
common log format (W3C, 1995) which is the minimum information saved on a web server.

2.1 Data Preprocessing
The data preprocessing stage is the one that is more
tightly coupled to the concrete database. For the
rest of the phases we propose general procedures that
could be applied with little changes to any web environment. Firstly, we filtered erroneous requests, image requests, etc. that have not direct relationship
with user activity. Secondly, we performed the user
identification process based on IP addresses and fixed
the expire time of each session to 30 minutes of inactivity (Liu, 2007). Among the obtained sessions,
we selected the ones with higher activity (6 or more
clicks). After finishing the data pre-processing phase,
the database was reduced to 346,715 requests and
31,778 sessions composed of at least 6 clicks where
a total of 1,591 different URLs are visited. We represented the information corresponding to each of the
sessions as a clickstream or sequence of clicks preformed in the visited URLs.
Having too specific paths in the used data will
make complicated to draw conclusions from the output of machine learning algorithms, because it is very
probable that navigation paths of different users, or
the same user in different moments, won’t be exactly
the same. In order to avoid this, we added a generalization procedure to the URL representation which
aim is to represent the URLs with a higher level of
abstraction. This approach consists on erasing a fraction of the segments from the right end of the path to
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diminish their specificity. For each one of the visited
URLs, we obtained the length of the generalized URL
based on next expression:
max {MinNSegment, (1 − α) ∗ NSegments}

(1)

Where NSegments represents the number of
segments separated by ’/’ appearing in the URL.
MinNSegment represents the minimum number of
segments, starting from the root, an URL can have after the generalization step, whereas, α represents the
fraction of the URL that will be erased in the generalized version. This generalization process will allow
us to work with a more general structure of the site
avoiding the confusion that too specific zones could
generate. For the NASA database we instantiated
MinNSegment to 3 and evaluated the system with a
range of values for α from 0 to 0.75. The experiments
showed that values larger than 0.5 saturated and, as a
consequence, we will show results for the following
values for α: 0 (not generalized), 0.25 and 0.5. In addition, the stages of the system where the generalization is used can also be varied. Thus, we will evaluate
the effect of the values for α parameter as well as the
effect of using it or not in the different stages.

2.2 Pattern Discovery and Analysis
Unsupervised machine learning techniques have
shown to be adequate to discover user profiles (Pierrakos et al., 2003) in the pattern discovery and
analysis stage. We used PAM (Partitioning Around
Medoids) (Kaufman and Rousseeuw, 1990) clustering
algorithm and a Sequence Alignment Method, Edit
Distance (Gusfield, 1997)(Chordia and Adhiya, 2011)
as a metric to compare sequences and to group into the
same segment users that show similar navigation patterns. PAM requires the K parameter to be estimated.
This parameter is related to the specificity of the generated profiles, when greater its value is more specific
the profiles will be. We didn’t have prior knowledge
of the structure of the data in NASA database and we
performed an analysis to try to find the value of K that
is enough to group the sessions with common characteristics but does not force to group examples with not
similar navigation patterns in the same cluster. The
outcome of the clustering process is a set of groups of
user sessions that show similar behavior but we intend
to generate profiles. That is, to find the common click
sequences appearing among the sessions in a cluster.
To generate profiles or to discover the associated
navigation patterns for each one of the discovered
groups we evaluated two strategies: popularity and
frequent pattern mining. The popularity based strategy selects the X most popular URLs in each cluster

as its profile. The amount of URLs to propose to the
user, X, has to be decided and the system does not
provide any kind of evidence for making this decision. The frequent pattern mining algorithm we used
to build profiles is SPADE (Sequential PAttern Discovery using Equivalence classes) (Zaki, 2001) which
provides for each cluster a set of URLs that are likely
to be visited for the sessions belonging to it. The number of proposed URLs depends on parameters related
to SPADE algorithm such as minimum support and
maximum allowed number of sequences per cluster.
A fixed value for minimum support, 0.5, showed to
be a good option. With this value the designed system
becomes a self regulated system that finds an adequate
number of URLs to propose and achieves a balance
between precision and recall.
Although for the rest of the stages we experimented with generalized and not generalized URLs,
we applied the SPADE algorithm using the original
URLs appearing in the user click sequence, because,
otherwise, the system would require an extra stage.

2.3 Exploitation
In the exploitation stage, the only part that has to be
done in real time, we propose the use of k-Nearest
Neighbor (Dasarathy, 1991) to calculate the distance
of the click sequence (average linkage distance based
on Edit distance (Gusfield, 1997)) of the new users
to the clusters generated in the previous phase. The
distance can be calculated at any stage of the navigation process, that is, from the first click of the new
user to more advanced navigation points. As a consequence the system will propose to the new user the
profile corresponding to the nearest cluster. That is
the set of links that models the users in the clusters.
Those URLs are no generalized, because otherwise it
would be proposing zones of the web site, and, as a
consequence, the system would require an extra stage
in order to be useful for the final user.
At this point a question arises: will new users’ behavior be identical to the generated profiles or will
they have some similarities with more than one profile? That is, will diversification help when generating
link proposals? To answer to the question we have analyzed two options: 1-NN based approach, where just
the profile of the nearest cluster to the user is used
to make proposals, and, 2-NN based approach, which
combines two profiles, the ones belonging to the two
nearest neighbors clusters of the user.
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3

EXPERIMENTS

3.1 Experimental Setup
The best validation strategy would be to perform a
controlled experiment where the users need to perform a concrete task and the improvement obtained
with the adaptation can be quantified. Since it is impossible to perform such an experiment for NASA
database, in order to perform the evaluation, we suppose that if the proposed links are among the links
that the user will be using in the future, the proposal
will help her/him to achieve her/his objectives faster.
We applied the hold-out method dividing the
NASA database into two parts. One for training and
another one for testing. To simulate a real situation
we based the division of the database on temporal
criteria: we used the oldest examples (66% of the
database, 21,185 user sessions) for training and the
latest ones (33%, 10,595 user sessions), for testing.
We applied to the training data PAM clustering
algorithm with 3 different values for K parameter:
100 (P100), 200 (P200) and 500 (P500) combined
with different values for α generalization parameter:
0 (G00), 0.25 (G25), 0.5 (G50). Then, we generated
navigation profiles for each group of users using two
different approaches: one based on popularity (PP)
and another one based on SPADE (SP). To validate
the system, we used the test examples and we compared the automatically generated links with the real
click sequences of the users. Note that even at this
point we are evaluating two options: the option where
each new user is modeled with a single profile (1-NN)
and the one where two profiles are used to model the
user (2-NN).
We performed the evaluation taking into account
that, when a user starts navigating, only its first few
clicks will be available to be used for deciding the corresponding profile and proposing new links according to it. We have simulated this real situation using
10% (just one click out of 8; too early), 25% (S25)
and 50% (S50) of the user navigation sequence in the
test examples to select the nearest cluster or profile.
This way, we compared the number of proposed links
that are really used in the test examples (hits) and the
number of proposals that are not used (misses) and
calculated precision and F0.5-measure. Note that this
could be seen as a lower bound because, although not
appearing in the user navigation sequence, the proposed links could be useful.
We calculated two values for the used statistics:
an upper bound (PrUp, FMUp) taking into account
the whole test sequence, and the values calculated using only the clicks in the test sequence that have not
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Figure 2:
P100.

Precision and F-measure values achieved for

been used to select the nearest profile (Pr, FM); that is,
taking into account the remaining 90%, 75% or 50%
(for the cases 10%, 25% and 50% respectively).

3.2 Results and Analysis
We designed a wide range of experiments but due to
lack of space we will skip some results and summarize some others. For example, in the exploitation
phase, the use of real URLs (G00) improves the results. Consequently, it will be done without generalization. On the other hand, we will show results only
for tests done at 25% and 50% of the navigation.
As a first stage to determine the best parameter
combination Figures 2, 3 and 4 summarize results for
different values of K parameter of PAM clustering
(P100, P200 and P500). The values in Axe X represent the different generalization degrees used in the
clustering (G00, G25 and G50) and the curves show
the upper bounds for precision and F-measure (PrUp
and FMUp) obtained using popularity based profiles
(PP, dashed lines) or SPADE based profiles (SP, continuous lines) and different portions of the user sequence for testing: 25% (S25) and 50% (S50). Every
result belongs to the 1-NN option. Although the figures only show values for PrUp and FMUp, the trends
of the graphics for Pr and FM (results obtained only
with not seen test sequence) are the same.
The first conclusion we can draw from the results
is that even if the values of the measured parameters
vary depending on the selected option, all of them are
able to predict a certain percentage of the links a new
user will be visiting. Furthermore, keeping constant
the rest of the parameters, SPADE based profiles are
more adequate than popularity based ones. Moreover,
it seems that taking into account F-measure values,
bigger K values seem to perform better. Nevertheless,
the improvement from P200 to P500 does not seem
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Table 1: Results of 1-NN and 2-NN exploitation approaches
(SP-P500).

Option
1NN-S25-Pr
1NN-S25-FM
1NN-S50-Pr
1NN-S50-FM
2NN-S25-Pr
2NN-S25-FM
2NN-S50-Pr
2NN-S50-FM
Figure 3:
P200.

Figure 4:
P500.

Precision and F-measure values achieved for

Upper bound
G00 G25 G50
65.76 66.13 68.27
54.08 54.23 50.88
71.45 71.93 73.57
60.12 60.63 56.40
50.97 78.43 73.49
48.32 65.21 55.29
81.27 81.53 79.58
69.28 69.60 61.54

G00
41.66
31.63
34.84
28.42
51.03
35.96
44.80
33.75

Real
G25
42.17
31.89
35.96
29.39
53.49
37.31
45.48
34.28

G50
45.45
30.71
39.27
28.95
50.23
32.95
45.13
31.43

Table 2: Results of generalized profiles.

Option
PP-G25 PP-G50 SP-G25 SP-G50
S25-PrUp
58.95 93.08 66.80 95.17
S25-FMUp 51.15 83.33 55.09 85.89
S50-PrUp
65.76 95.39 72.55 97.01
S50-FMUp 57.24 87.30 61.47 89.67
S25-Pr
41.39 89.13 43.36 92.20
31.27 76.63 33.00 79.32
S25-FM
S50-Pr
35.76 88.83 36.76 92.43
S50-FM
28.38 77.87 30.11 80.88

Precision and F-measure values achieved for

too big and, as a consequence, it does not seem that
the analysis of bigger K values will benefit the system.
Moreover, we can conclude that the use of a certain generalization degree in the clustering stage improves the quality of the results. In addition, the
generalization procedure seems more important when
smaller the amount of generated clusters is. As a summary we could state that, when 1-NN strategy is used
in exploitation, and independently of the part of the
sequence seen for prediction (S25 or S50), the best
parameter combination is SP-P500-G25.
Next step is to analyze the effect of changing the
exploitation approach; the effect of using two profiles (2-NN) instead of one (1-NN). Table 1 shows
the comparison for precision and F-measure values
obtained with 1-NN and 2-NN for the configurations
showing the best performance in previous figures: SP
for profiling and P500 options.
The results show that combining two profiles to
propose links to the new user clearly benefits the performance of the system. Both parameters, precision
and F-measure increase around 10 points. Another
observable effect is that, also in this case the improve-

ment is greater when mid-range values for generalization are used (G25). Concretely the best precision
values (PrUp=81.53 and Pr=53.49) are obtained when
the 2NN-G25 is applied.
Finally, as we commented previously, we present
results achieved using generalization in the profile
generation stage. Since the data used to generate
the profiles will vary (we will be using generalized
URLs), in this case we present results for the two profiling options PP and SP. Table 2 shows the precision
and F-measure values obtained for P500 and performing the test at two different stages of the navigation:
S25 and S50. The numbers in the table show again
that SP profiling option performs better than PP, so
the use of the frequent pattern mining algorithm is
again worth it. Moreover, greater generalization rates
also seem to improve results when generating those
profiles, achieving precision values up to 97.01 in the
upper bound and up to 92.43 in the real case. This
is an important outcome since it means that the proposed generalized links (web site zones) are located
in interesting zones for the users in more than 90% of
the times.
Although it is not the final aim of this paper, if we
center the analysis in the 0-day problem, we realize
that the values are still acceptable in very early stages
of the navigation. When just 10% (one click in average) of the user navigation sequence is known, good
precision values (Pr = 56.41 and PrUp = 69.94) are
obtained.
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4

CONCLUSIONS

We designed a generic system using machine learning techniques, that based only on web server log information, is able to propose web navigation scheme
adaptations to make easier and more efficient the navigation of new users. Since at this point we haven’t
used any domain specific information, this system
would be useful for any web site collecting server log
information.
Results showed that the proposed generalization is
appropriate for the clustering stage, the specificity of
the generated profiles favors the results, it is worth using SPADE for building user profiles and, finally, the
use of diversity to select links to propose to new users
improves the obtained results. Concretely the best results for the complete system are achieved for K =
500 in the clustering algorithm, SPADE for building
the profile of each group of users, α = 0.25 for generalization and 2-NN option in the exploitation phase.
The obtained precision values are 81.53 in the upper
bound and 53.49 in the real case. Moreover, the validation results showed that even when the prediction
is made at very early stages in the navigation, 10%,
the system performs satisfactorily. Furthermore, the
results using generalization in the profile generation
stage showed that the proposed links are situated in
interesting zones for the users in more than 90% of
the times. Since we achieved precision values up to
97.01 in the upper bound and up to 92.43 in the real
case.
This work addresses many future tasks such as applying it to more recent data, improving the evaluation
and including web structure and content information
of the selected web page for improving the results of
the system.
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